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Abstract 
 

The capital structure stated the leverage ratio and the liquidity position of the company varies based on 
the economic or country-specific conditions and have a significant effect on the image and profit of the 
companies to avoid financial distress. Besides, age of the company and the marketing expense return to 
profit is still a dilemma. This study investigates the leverage ratio and liquidity as acid-test ratio and cash 
ratio besides the age and marketing expense effect on profit for the companies in food, chemistry, and 
metalware sectors listed on the Istanbul Stock Exchange (B.I.S.T.) for the period between Jun.2007-
Sept.2022. The purpose of this study is to find out the realized leverage and liquidity ratios to ideal 
thresholds and the margin of company age and marketing expense/sales ratios for generating profit by 
using the supervised machine learning algorithm KNIME Analytics Platform (The Konstanz Information 
Miner). A successful model is conducted by using Random Forest Learner and Gradient Boosted Trees 
Learner Algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

Financial distress is a big worry to every business since it is the severe symptom of bankruptcy. 

Thus, the main target of every business is to make profit from their operations to survive in the long run 

(Innocent et al., 2013). Profitability is also crucial for employees and society, where the business 

organization provides sustainability and stability for both. External users such as investors, creditors, tax 

authorities also benefit from profitability besides managers and shareholders. Therefore, it is very 

important to define the factors that affect profitability. Scant attention has been paid to these factors in 

developing countries since the emerging markets are more fragile than the developed ones (Alarussi & 

Alhaderi, 2018). 

Profitability and the success of managerial decisions depend on the ability to identify elements that 

can be used to increase performance. Financial performance indicators, especially financial ratio analysis, 

have become important for company management and other stakeholders to evaluate financial 

productivity and profit potential (Lumbantobing & Salim, 2021). Leverage and liquidity are two 

important ratios subject to financial ratio analysis. The financial leverage determines the financial risk 

level of the firm and has a direct and significant effect on profit (Chang et al., 2019). When leverage is 

kept at its optimal level the cost of capital decreases at its minimum and the value of the company 

increases at its maximum level. However, firms rely on different optimal leverage ratios due to country 

specific and business specific factors (Segal & Ólafsson, 2023). Liquidity ratio needs a delicate balance to 

achieve profit like leverage ratio. The liquidity should be neither excessive nor inadequate. Excessive 

liquidity is the sign of idle funds, but inadequate liquidity hampers the image of the company in the 

market and may interrupt the production process (Vintilă & Nenu, 2016).  

 Institutional factors also effect profitability. Age of the company is one of the most controversial 

factors. It is suggested that companies have a life cycle like living organisms which is shared by Gardner 

in 1965 as life cycle analogy in which living organisms lose power when they get older. On the contrary, 

some researchers claim that older the company, more financial trace and market experience should be 

considered as benefits of the company (Ilaboya & Ohiokha, 2016). Another dilemma is the impact of 

marketing expenses on profit. Marketing expenses is expected to attract the customers by meeting their 

needs and desires. When marketing strategies and tools are not successful to do so, customers will lose 

interest to the firm’s products which reflects the sale turnover and results as decrease in profit (Valentyn 

& Pavlov, 2017). Percentage of marketing expenses to sales is mostly used to determine marketing 

budgets. Depending on the industry and company size marketing expense allocations can range from %1 

to %30. New companies even can extend it up to %50 of sales for the first year (Tudose & Alexa, 2017). 

Since the effect of these factors on profit varies based on the country-specific factors, companies need to 

know the threshold values of these variables and their interaction with each other for better financial 

planning. The study will contribute to literature by extending the understanding of firm performance with 

a holistic approach.  

Our study aims to determine the extent to which leverage ratio, liquidity ratio, marketing expense-

to-sales ratio, and age of the company impact the profitability of listed manufacturing companies on the 

BIST (Istanbul Stock Exchange) in the food, chemistry, and metalware sectors. We analyze a total of 90 

companies over the period from June 2007 to September 2022. Using artificial intelligence algorithms, 
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we identify the threshold values of leverage, liquidity, and marketing expense-to-sales ratio that generate 

profitability, as well as the interaction between these variables. 

The specific findings for these variables, as well as the impact of age on profitability, will serve as 

a benchmark for manufacturing companies in Turkey, in addition to contributing to the existing literature. 

It is important to note that the financial conditions of these companies may differ from those in developed 

countries, and thus, the results will provide valuable insights for decision-makers regarding the threshold 

values of these variables in developing countries. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives literature review, Section 3 describes the 

methodology, Section 4 reports the findings, Section 5 concludes. 

2. Literature Review 

Many studies related to effect of leverage and liquidity on profit have been conducted and 

conflicting results are obtained. Kalash (2023), Alarussi and Alhaderi (2018) found a negative 

relationship between leverage and profitability but Ripaluddin et al. (2023), Ansari (2020), Kartiningsih 

and Daryanto (2020) found that both leverage and liquidity have positive effect of profit. However Vintilă 

and Nenu (2016), Abdillah et al. (2016) found negative effect of liquidity on profit. 

Firm age studies also have heterogeneous results. Ilaboya and Ohiokha (2016), showed a positive 

relation between firm age, firm size, and profitability. Akben-Selcuk (2016), Samosir (2018) found 

positive impact of firm age on profit but Coad et al. (2013) found negative relation between firm age and 

profitability. These studies show the relation between firm age and profit but the age of pooled firms and 

the margin of derivation for achieving profit is not considered. 

Only a few researchers examined the interaction of Marketing Expense/Sales ratio with 

profitability. Aslan and Sığınç (2022), showed that marketing expenses have negative effect on sales 

margin, sales growth, and asset growth. Valentyn and Pavlov (2017) had a study on Ukranien banks. It is 

concluded that bank managers may evaluate the marketing expense amount by considering the financial 

position of the banks. Tudose and Alexa (2017) had research on automobile Dacia and found out that 

marketing spending from sales is %5-6. 

Although authors have used some statistical techniques and models to extract correlations or 

patterns none of them (very few of them) have employed machine learning algorithms. Our study differs 

from the previous research; 

i. With the methodology of artificial intelligence, we can not only find out how and in what 

direction the mentioned variables impact profit, but also their threshold values for generating 

profit. Previous studies have mostly focused on the relation of these variables with 

profitability. 

ii. The previous studies are mostly conducted for a period between five to ten years, but our study 

pools the data for sixteen years to get more accurate results. 

iii. Turkey has a fragile economy and volatile financial markets in comparison to developed 

countries. The threshold values of leverage, liquidity, marketing expense/sales per cent and the 

margin of companys’ age will contribute to the literature as providing a benchmark for Turkish 
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manufacturing companies and also will give an insight on financial conditions of developing 

countries.  

iv. There have been a few studies conducted on the Turkish market to clarify the marketing 

expense/sales ratio for generating profit. However, these studies have focused on a single 

sector or brand. Our study considers 90 manufacturing companies from three different sectors 

to identify common patterns and provide a more generalized insight into marketing budgets for 

manufacturing companies. 

v. Previous studies have looked for the relationship between independent variables and profit. 

Our study also shows the interaction of independent variables with each other in a holistic 

approach. 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1. Data and Sampling 

Ninety-three manufacturing companies listed in Istanbul Stock Exchange (BIST) are examined for 

this research. They are from three different sectors as food (30), chemistry (32) and metalware (31). The 

object of the research is firm-level financial statements for the period June 2007(first half) to September 

2022 (third quarter). Half-year profit/loss reports and balance sheets are used as financial statements, but 

third quarter figures are conducted for 2022 instead of second half reports since second half reports had 

not been realized in research period. Profit loss and balance sheets of the firms are provided from the 

official website of K.A.P. (https://www.kap.org.tr/tr/), which is the Public Disclosure Platform. This 

Platform has conducted for providing transparent and periodic information flow of listed companies 

periodically to public since 2009 according to the Capital Market Board's notification. 

Listed company names, sectors and financial statements are provided from K.A.P. platform 

starting from 2009. 2007 and 2008 reports are provided from K.A.P. archive platform 

(https://www.borsaistanbul.com). Balance sheet and Profit loss items and establishment date were entered 

into an excel file. Half year audit reports are reviewed for qualified or unqualified opinion. If audit report 

gives repetitive fully qualified opinion, the company is taken off the research paper. Three companies out 

of ninety-three companies have taken of the research content due to have repetitive qualified audit 

opinion. You may find below screen shots of the data file. 

 

Table 1.  Balance Sheet Items of Assets 
DATE LIQUID 

ASSETS 
TRADE 
RECEIV
ABLES 

TOTAL 
RECEIV
ABLES 

INVENT
ORIES 

TOTAL 
CURRE
NT 
ASSETS 

FIXED 
ASSETS 

INTANG
IBLE 
ASSETS 

LONG-
TERM 
ASSETS 

TOTAL 
ASSETS 

JUN 2007 257.291 570.176 639.343 377.878 1.313.890 2.566.511 252.452 2.818.963 4.132.853 

DEC 
2007 

307.512 344.861 426.825 391.977 1.173.973 2.491.916 228.578 2.720.494 3.894.467 

JUN 2008 503.801 646.367 654.570 526.165 1.835.083 1.833.436 250.180 3.140.581 4.975.664 

DEC 
2008 

690.175 421.214 434.869 490.636 1.775.000 1.996.781 341.186 3.348.529 5.123.529 

JUN 
2009 

893.023 703.117 712.337 472.772 2.232.684 1.998.118 341.706 3.345.865 5.578.549 
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Table 2.  Balance Sheet Items Liabilities and Shareholder’s Equity 
DATE SHORT-

TERM 
LIABILI
TIES 

LONG-
TERM 
LIABILI
TIES 

TOTAL 
LIABILI
TIES  

NET 
PROFIT 

ACCUM
ULATE
D 
PROFIT
S 

SHARE
HOLDE
R’S 
EQUITY 

LIABILI
TIES 
AND 
EQUITY 

ESTABL
ISHMEN
T YEAR 

SECTO
R 

JUN 2007 1.173.886 915.318 2.421.637 196.179 919.574 1.711.216 4.132.853 1966 FOOD 

DEC 
2007 

990.667 764.832 2.072.914 374.482 741.654 1.821.553 3.894.467 1966 FOOD 

JUN 2008 1.315.317 1.289.459 2.966.002 225.955 1.249.864 2.009.662 4.975.664 1966 FOOD 

DEC 
2008 

1.411.751 1.196.127 2.969.383 309.678 1.226.330 2.154.146 5.123.529 1966 FOOD 

 

Table 3.  Profit/Loss items 
DATE NET 

SALES 
COST 
OF 
GOODS 
SOLD 

OPERA
TING 
EXPENS
ES 

MARKE
TING 
EXPENS
ES 

OPERA
TING 
PROFIT 

OTHER 
EXPENS
ES 

PROFIT 
BEFOR
E TAX 

TAX NET 
PROFIT/
LOSS 

JUN 2007 1.464.213 702.300 489.892 362.015 272.021 5.534 254.695 58.516 196.179 

DEC 
2007 

3.030.359 1.495.629 1.018.974 757.954 515.756 12.579 485.883 111.401 374.482 

JUN 2008 1.782.453 870.725 581.601 431.223 330.127 - 34 297.344 68.402 228.942 

DEC 
2008 

3.668.917 1.860.707 1.180.695 913.028 627.515 5.654 354.975 66.305 288.670 

 

The financial statements of the companies that are registered to Capital Market Board after 2007 

cannot be provided for all research periods. These periods are left blank for the related companies. There 

are 3.103 rows for balance sheet and profit/loss items including the blank ones. 

3.2. Variables 

Our independent variables are, leverage ratio, liquidity ratios as acid-test ratio and cash ratio, firm 

age, and marketing expense to sales ratio as percent. A calculation sheet is added into the excel file for 

calculating the formulas. The data is taken from the balance sheet and profit/loss items. The rows of the 

companies with positive net profitability that means greater than zero were selected and marked as 1, 

other columns are marked as 2 and profit data was converted from a string to an integer for further 

examination in KNIME. The calculation sheet is copied to another excel file for inserting into KNIME for 

further processing. In this file the blank rows of the calculation sheet due to missing financial statements 

have been deleted. Missing columns are because of the differences in registration dates of the companies 

to Capital Market Board. The number of research rows becomes 2430 after the deletion of the blank rows. 

 

Table 4.  Research file 
DATE COMPANY 

NAME 
ACID-
TEST 
RATIO 

LEVERAGE 
RATIO 

MARKETING 
EXPENSES/ 
NET SALES 

 PROFIT LOSS CASH 
RATIO 

AGE 

JUN 
2007 

XXX 0,80 0,59 24,72 1 
 

 0,2192 
 

41 

DEC 
2007 

XXX 0,79 0,53 25,01 1  0,3104 41 

JUN 
2008 

XXX 1,00 0,60 24,19 1  0,3830 42 

DEC 
2008 

XXX 0,91 0,58 24,89 1  0,4889 42 
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Table 5.  Statistics of Independent Variables 

 

Statistics of independent variables show average, minimum, maximum values of acid test ratio 

cash ratio, leverage ratio, firm age, marketing expense/sales ratio and their standard deviation based on 

the data of 90 companies for the period from June 2007 to September 2022.  

4. Methods 

The methodology section describes in detail the workflow created using KNIME, a powerful 

platform for data integration and predictive analytics. The program is particularly useful for documenting 

complex steps involved in pre-processing, statistical analysis, statistical modelling, and predictive 

analytics. KNIME has a wide range of nodes that are classified according to their functionality, such as 

I/O nodes that extract information from files or databases and export it in various formats, data 

manipulation nodes that pre-process input data, view nodes that allow for interactive data exploration, and 

mining nodes that perform common pattern recognition, dimensionality reduction, and feature 

reconstruction tasks using state-of-the-art data mining methods. 

There are plenty of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms which have been proved to be good 

learners. In this study we preferred to use two ML algorithms. Here’s a brief explanation and comparison 

of two common machine learning algorithms: Gradient Boosted Trees and Random Forest. Figure 1 

shows the overall training model. Figure 1 depicts the overall training model. 

 

 

 Depicts the overall training model Figure 1. 

 ACID-TEST 
RATIO 

CASH 
RATIO 

LEVERAGE 
RATIO 

FIRM AGE  MARKETING 
EXP/SALES 

STD. DEV. 1.57 0.98 0.52 14.26 7.99 
AVERAGE 1.41 0.41 0.59 38.17 7.79 
MIN 0.04  0.03 1.00  
MAX 26.06 16.51 9.83 70.00 179.08 
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Gradient Boosted Trees, or Gradient Boosting, is an ensemble of learning method that uses 

multiple decision trees to make predictions. Each tree is built sequentially, with each subsequent tree 

aiming to correct the errors of the previous one. Gradient Boosting has been shown to be effective in 

many applications, including ranking and classification tasks (Friedman, 2001). Random Forest is a 

popular machine learning algorithm that uses an ensemble of decision trees to make predictions. It 

combines multiple decision trees, each trained on a subset of the data, and aggregates their predictions to 

improve accuracy and reduce overfitting. The algorithm randomly selects a subset of features at each 

node in the tree, allowing for a diverse set of trees to be created. It is widely used for classification and 

regression problems in a variety of fields, including finance, healthcare, and natural language processing 

(Aydin & Silahtaroglu, 2021).  

5. Findings 

Two different algorithms are used for comparatively more accurate result. The accuracy of both 

algorithms is quite similar. Random Forest Learner has the accuracy of 0.856 and Gradient Boosted 

Learner has the accuracy of 0.853. We can suggest that we conduct a successful model. Based on this 

model the interacted values of interdependent variables on profit are listed in below table. According to 

the rules in table 6, the machine considers the age of the firm and leverage as the two most important 

variables out of five for making predictions. The rules imply that firms that are older can tolerate higher 

leverage values, with breakpoints of 0.83 and 0.88. 

 

Table 6.  Prominent rules generated by RF to predict profit/ loss.  

RULE 
NO 

AGE 
(AS 
YEAR) 

LEVERAGE 
RATIO 

ACID-
TEST 
RATIO 

CASH 
RATIO 

 MARKETING 
EXPENSES/SALES% 

PROFIT 
% 

LOSS % 

1 > 18 < 0.38 > 0.67   81  
2 > 44 < 0.63 < 0.65   85  
3 > 47 < 0.78   <7 88  
4 > 52 0.67-0.73   > 16  92.5 
5 > 50    8-16 95  
6 > 53 < 0.83    90  
7 > 58 0.73-0.81  > 0.07  100  
8 52-63 < 0.88    90  
9 > 65 > 0.63 < 0.65   95  
10 N.A. 0.83-0.88 > 0.52    94 
11 N.A. 0.83-0.88  > 0.24   92 
12 > 57 0.65-0.68  0.08-0.11  100  
13 > 23  < 0.64 > 0.14   89 

5.1. Random Forest Learner Algorithm; 

Although the accuracy of two studied algorithms is over average the prediction confidence level of 

the algorithms is lower than usual which are 0.429 and 0.476 in order since these algorithms have low 

confidence level by nature. ROC Curve is attached below. Figure 2 shows the ROC Curve of Random 

Forest Algorithm. 
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 ROC Curve of Random Forest Algorithm Figure 2. 

 

Table 7.   Model Performance-Binary Scorer 
Row 
ID 

Balance Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Recall F-Meas… MCC  

P 0.858 0.856 0.883 0.833 0.821 0.891 0.883 0.851 0.714  
Row 
ID 

Youden Balance Total TP FP TN FN Equivocal Out 
of 

Coverage 

P 0.716 0.841 1119 459 100 499 61 0 0 1 
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6. Gradient Boosted Learner  

Gradient Boosted Learner ROC Curve is given below (Figure 3). 

 Gradient Boosted Learner ROC Curve Figure 3. 

 

Table 8.  Boosted Learner Model Performance- Binary Scorer 
Row 
ID 

Balance Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Recall F-Meas… MCC  

P 0.854 0.853 0.877 0.831 0.819 0.886 0.877 0.847 0.707  
Row 
ID 

Youden Balance Total TP FP TN FN Equivocal Out 
of 

Coverage 

P 0.708 0.838 1119 458 101 496 64 0 0 1 

7. Conclusion 

Companies need to maintain a balance between liquidity and leverage to ensure their financial 

health and profitability. In this paper we started to investigate 93 listed manufacturing companies from 

three sectors and end up with 90 companies by taking out three companies due to problematic financial 

statements. In this research, it is concluded that firm age has a significant effect on leverage ratio for 

generating profit. Older companies can tolerate higher debt ratio in their capital structure comparatively. 

We have 34 companies out of 90 with the age of 50 and above in this research. These companies have the 

most significant effect. It can be due to older companies have better access to finance since they have a 
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long financial track. Besides, market experience and managerial abilities are important for overcoming 

the fragile and volatile financial conditions of emerging markets. They can also gain more returns by 

allocating loans effectively to better investment choices with lower cost of debt. However, when the 

leverage ratio is realized between 0.83 and 0.88, companies have generated loss inconsiderably from 

other variables. Likewise, when the marketing expense is bigger than 16% it becomes a big threat for 

profit for listed food, chemical and metalware sectors. It can be due to market conditions. Turkish market 

is highly competitive for these sectors and our case companies have mostly produced basic products for 

the consumers. For the niche products the ratio may vary. The impact of acid-test ratio and cash ratio 

depends on leverage ratio and has no significant effect on profit. Acid-test ratio is mostly realized 

between 0.64-0.68. There is no relation found between company age and liquidity as acid-test ratio and 

cash ratio. In research output it is observed that loss results are more accurate than profit results. 

This research has some limitations. It is limited with manufacturing companies in three sectors that 

are listed in Borsa Istanbul Stock Exchange for the research period.  Impact of other factors on profit such 

as macroeconomic conditions, sectoral differences, etc. are not considered. These factors can be 

researched for further studies for more detailed conclusion. 
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